Strong enhancement of Er(3+) 1.54 µm electroluminescence through amorphous Si nanoparticles.
The roles of amorphous Si nanoparticles in light-emitting diodes (LEDs) based on Er-doped Si(1+x)O(2) films (x representing the degree of Si content, and varying widely from 0 to 4.50) have been investigated. In the aspect of the LEDs' electrical performance, it was found that the incorporation of Si nanoparticles facilitates the electrical conductivity of the films by improving the carrier mobility. With x increasing from 0 to 4.50, the mobility increases monotonically up to 5 times. The efficiency of Er(3+) electroluminescence (EL) at 1.54 µm can be enhanced by as much as 160 times when the degree of Si content x is 2.00, coincident with the value at which the rate of mobility increasing versus x slows down. The fact that the maximum of EL efficiency and the slowing down of the rate of increase of mobility occur at the same x value can be explained by coalescence of Si nanoparticles starting at x = 2.